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In my work I talk to many farmers and visit farms and often I meet frustrated farmers, farmers
who have problems with their cows, cow flow problems and lameness problems.
As a dairy farmer you spend some time with individual cows but most of your time is with the herd
or groups of animals. Here is the key – what many frustrated farmers are doing is trying to affect
just one cow – this is a mistake. We need a herd mentality – the cows are first and foremost a herd
animal.
We need team mentality as well. I have found that if every member of the team of people on a
farm understands the herd and all agree to use low stress handling then the result is good cow
flow and happy people.
We are not handling just one animal – we are handling a herd.
3 aspects of the herd to consider
A. Herds are a bunch of individuals
B. Herds have “rules”
C. Herds need routine

A. Herds are a bunch of individuals
Herds are made of individuals. To understand why the herd acts as they do we need to see the
herd as a bunch of individuals – albeit all very similar. What do we need to know about these
individuals?

1. Prey animal
The job of the cow is to keep herself safe from all threats.
Every one of the cows in a paddock is watching you as you walk by. They might look as though
they are just quietly grazing, but every one of them is keeping an eye on you. She is always trying
to decide if another animal (or person) is a friend or predator.
And keeping their distance, and this applies to the whole herd too.
A really useful concept to understand is arousal.
All animals are either asleep or in some state of
arousal. Various stressors will keep the animal
more alert, aroused or stressed. The more
stresses the more aroused and ready to react
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and unpredictable a cow becomes. Too much stress is counterproductive.
Frightening or excessively arousing individual cows in a herd, increases the arousal of the whole
herd.

2. Flight zone and Balance Points.
Cows have a “flight zone” = the area within which
a cow feels secure. Cows have a flight zone for
people and a flight zone for other more dominant
cows. Cows need to have space to keep their
distance and feel safe.
*This applies within, as well as, with an entire
herd. Every herd has a flight distance.*
Touching the edge of the cow’s flight zone is like
approaching a magnet’s N end with another N
magnet. The cow will feel uneasy or aroused and move away. Balance points determine in which
direction a cow will escape if her personal space is threatened. The cow wants threats out of her
personal space so she will move forward
if you are behind her shoulder, this will
put you out of the space most quickly. If
you are in front of the shoulder she will
tend to turn to put you out of the space
and behind the shoulder. If you are
straight in front or very threatening she
may reverse and then turn. The shoulder
works like a balance point.
Working on the edge of a cow’s working
space, moving quietly in to encourage
her to move and moving out to take the pressure off results in low stress handling.
*Low stress handling of a single cow results in herd behaviour – others follow.*

3. Cow senses
The cow is an animal of prey – so they see differently, hear acutely and smell well. These senses
are designed to help avoid predators and other unsafe things. A cow uses all her senses to protect
herself.

Vision

Cows do not see the world as people do. They have
eyes on the side of their heads and keep a watch on
their surroundings by their almost 330 degree vision
when the head is down grazing. Their vision is
predominantly monocular with only about 25 – 50
degrees of binocular vision where both eyes can
focus on an object to perceive depth, distance and
speed. They need time to be able to work out what
they see – is it a threat or not. Another result of the
cow’s type of vision is a blind spot directly behind of
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about 30 degrees. So they need to be able to move their head freely not only to the side but also up and
down.

Head position
Cows need their head down to see over their big
nose so as to see where to place a front foot
safely. She can avoid rocks on the path, and see

nib walls or drains or slippery surfaces to step
over. Normal walking is when the back foot

follows the front foot and lands in almost exactly
the same place that the cow chose for the front
foot. If a cow has enough space she walks and

stands with her head down.
With her head down she can also respond by
either lifting her head if her front foot stands on a rock, or dropping her head if the back foot
stands on a rock.

4. Cows recognize people

Cows can recognize individual people. The recognition may be due to sight, voice / sound and possibly also
smell (as cows have an acute sense of smell). Many anecdotal stories of farmers suggest that cows sense
bad temperament in some people and fear those people.
Cows remember people who have hurt them and may develop “permanent memory” of that person if the
first encounter was a fearful one. Cows will be more forgiving if the first memory of a person was positive.

*Cows can be afraid of people*
Fear can also be measured. Studies done in Australia, showed that many farms had high levels of
fear in the animals. It is probably true that any farm will benefit from lowering fear levels in their
animals.
The sorts of things that cause fear in cows are:
• too much noise – cows are sensitive to high pitch (whistling) and loud noise (shouting)
• fast movement – they think we are a predator
• coming out of the pit and not respecting the flight distance and balance point
• standing at the entrance end of the pit facing the cows
• hitting cows up the bails or even tapping the rails behind them

B. Herd “Rules”
Cows are a herd animal and if a herd is under pressure they become afraid (act unpredictably and
are hard to handle). Under pressure the normal social interaction breaks down and the dominant
cows make the less dominant afraid.

1. Dominance
In a herd there is a fairly definite pecking order. There
is a whole range of dominant – less dominant – right
down to the bottom of the heap.
Dominance governs where an animal is when herding
and how fast they go. A high dominance animal only
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has to look at a very low dominance cow and it will turn away.
Dominance position is fairly well set within two weeks of a herd being established! at the end of
calving (in our NZ block calving system).
*Dominance is everything – dominance governs herd behaviours - Just like a group of
teenagers!*

2. The cow is a follower
Following is a herd behaviour. If a leader cow will move others will follow - it is their nature to
follow. This is true in every area of the cow’s life – in the barn or out on the paddock, walking to
the milking parlour and in the holding yard.
Some cows are leaders, some are followers and some are pushed by dominant cows. The rule
enforced by dominant cows is that nobody overtakes a more dominant cow. In the end it is the
dominant cows who decide how fast the whole herd will move.
*Give the cows space and time and they will start to quietly follow the cows in front.*

3. Walking order and milking order

There are two main following orders: into the collecting yard – the walking / arriving order, and the milking
order. Cows need space to allow them to move among each other in the milking yard in order to change
from the arriving order to the milking order.
Some cows will stand right up by the milking bail entrance for a long time and allow cows from further back
to walk around them. Some cows from the rear will overtake those in front, drawing others behind to
follow into the milking bails. Where each cow goes and when it moves is dictated by the dominant

cows.

*We are dealing with a herd and the herd needs space to adjust the orders.*

Q. How can we tell if there is too much pressure?
A. This is what we will see:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Not following (bunching)
Sideways touching.
Lower dominance cows having to reverse to escape.
Heads up.

*When you put just one cow under pressure you can affect the cow flow of the whole herd*

D. Herds need routine
1. Cows are creatures of habit (routine)
Cows in herds cope with life by remembering the best way to avoid unsafe things (dominant cows,
people, unsafe surfaces or slopes) – by routines or habits. The orders are just one example of this.
The most common way we affect the herd is by messing with their routines.
If we teach the cows good routines we can help them cope with life, not be afraid of other cows, or
us or things about them.
*Familiarity (breeds contempt) brings contentment*

2. Creating Routines
Use your team mentality and write a protocol!!!!
For example : Our Mission is to keep cows and people calm and safe.
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What might make cows feel safe and relaxed – or at a low arousal?

familiar people and surroundings

Consistent routines

Calm people.

Lower noise levels. Or Calming sounds or calling tones, or the radio?

Regular noises – like the feed wagon, milking machines, or the same voice tone every time

Maybe just gentle talking

Stroking when you’re cupping the cows

giving cows space
Find a suggested protocol at www.lamecow.co.nz

Summary :

Herd mentality means remembering that a herd is a bunch of individuals where

*Individual cows keep the herd routine going*
*Dominance Rulz*,
*Familiarity (routines) bring contentment.*

Understanding the herd + routines + space
= good cow flow
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